RESORTPASS
Daycations for Locals

ABOUT
ResortPass specializes in booking luxury day trips to hotels and resorts in major cities.
Users can pay reasonable prices for all-inclusive passes to amenities including pools, spas,
cabana rentals, fitness centers, and more.
Amanda Szabo founded ResortPass after going to a hometown hotel in San Diego. She
recognized the need for a fun spa day or hotel adventure despite without staying at the resort
overnight. Szabo decided that it was time to create an experience for customers to have
staycations and pay for resort passes at a fraction of the cost of spending a night at a hotel.

OLD LOGO

With over 300 hotel partners in the United States, ResortPass has proved to be in high
demand for locals in tourist driven vacation spots. According to Hospitality.net, “Since the
launch in 2016, more than 110,000 people have visited hotels by booking on the platform and
have received almost 2,000 TrustPilot reviews averaging 4.5 out of 5 stars” (Interview).
The design intent for this rebranding is to provide easier frictionless check-in when
customers arrive at hotels. Additionally, the redesigning of ResortPass relies on simpler layouts,
more visuals, better ways for customers to leave reviews, and ultimately improve users'
experience on the app from each point of booking to arriving at hotels.

NEW LOGO

COMPETITIVE ANALYSIS
COMPANY

REVENUE

POOL

FITNESS CENTER

SPA

REVIEWS

AFFORDABLITY

$732.1K

4.5 stars

$20-$300

$7M

4.5 stars

$120-$1000

$2.9M

4.1 stars

$20-$400

4.5 stars

$100-$500

$10M

3.7 stars

$20-$300

$1.2M

2.2 stars

$20-$150

$5M

JODY JOHNSON

EXPLORER

Age: 28
Location: New York City
Occupation: Writer
Household: 2 (in relationship)

USER PERSONAS
Background

Behaviors

NYC Graduate
Loves weekend trips to
Hamptons
Enjoys writing
Likes relaxing spots
Loves working in scenic
spots

Budgets well
Explores local cafes
Organizes and plans
his schedule on a whim
Lives in the moment
Travels for treats
Enjoys spending time with
his girlfriend

Goals

Pain Points

Live life on his own time
Make girlfriend happy
Chill out frequently
Eat from restaurants
2-3 times a week
Relaxed lifestyle

Wants affordable options
Lots of different landscapes
Great food and beverage
for reasonable prices
Couples booking options
No stress when planning

USER PERSONAS
Background
FIDM Graduate
Loves local LA trips
Enjoys writing
Likes trendy spots
Loves sharing on socials

Goals
Book schedule
strategically
Has staycations every
Saturday
Eats and drinks out 3-4
times a week
Always on time
Active lifestyle

AMANDA ADAMS

Behaviors
Overbooks her schedule
Spends money frequently
Knows how to have a
good
time with friends
Enjoys traveling for work
Loves planning events

Pain Points
Lacks time in schedule
Wants highest quality
service for best prices
Wants quick service
Booking with groups of
friends for the weekend
Aesthetically pleasing
for social media

EXPERIENCER

Age: 25
Location: Los Angeles
Occupation: PR Specialist
Household: 4 (roommates)

SURVEY RESULTS
The demographic of individuals surveyed includes explorers and experiencers that have active lifestyles.

100% of users
Favorite
amenity is the
pool

82.4% of users
are female and
94.1% are 18-24

52.9% Book
all-inclusive
when traveling

52.9% of users
research 4-8
hotels before
booking

47.1% of users
have the budget
of $140-$300 for
a daycation

70.6% stay at
amenities for 3-5
hours

64.7% Travel
for fun

88.2% book a
cabana over
chair rental

58.8% visit
hotels 2-4 times
a year

AFFINITY MAP

MVP FEATURES
Frictionless Check-In
Check-In through app using button features
Message hotel upon arrival

Credible Reviews
Chatbot AI helper to authenticate reviews
Offer vouchers to individuals that write thorough reviews
Verified profiles
User reviews from hotels

Quality Visuals
Simple and easy to navigate layout
Photo gifs and self changing slideshows
Users able to link social media accounts to see accurate photos
of amenities

Superior Service
Flexible and quality options
Loyalty and rewards system
Birthday and holiday specials

USER FLOW

SITE MAP

WIREFRAME EXAMPLES
The wireframe examples show the medium-fidelity prototypes of how users check-in.

PROTOTYPE LINK

LINK: https://xd.adobe.com/view/59506d87-8064-46cd-8ef8-14f5a7f20642-0c03/

USABILITY TESTING & RESULTS
Task

Task

Task

1

2
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LOG IN

FIND BOOKINGS

CHECK-IN

The user is able to reach the
home page after they log in.

Users have some trouble finding the scrolling
feature for the homepage but ultimately find

The user has a frictionless check-in experience
once they arrive at their upcoming bookings.

bookings after exploring.

TAKEAWAYS
The final prototype will incorporate a more accessible menu bar that helps users to save time when checking in at hotels. Users
will have more opportunities to go back or cancel their check-in if they just want to message the hotel but not confirm their arrival. The
final prototype will aid users in their experience with more efficiency and simple navigation to accomplish their check-in goals.

MOODBOARD/LOGO

CONCLUSION
Upon the arrival of the end of my UX design journey, I am happy I had the
opportunity to learn how to problem solve issues, re-invent an app, and create
a professional piece for my portfolio.
I have the confidence that I will succeed in my career if my company decides
to develop an app. The most valuable lessons include patience, the importance
of usability testing, and how revisions help designers to grow.
I now have more respect for artists in the UX fields as they have to create
art for individuals to use. Overall, I am impressed that I successfully developed
a functioning re-designed app prototype.
-Heather Harpole
ResortPass.com
heathereliseharpole.com

